ACER X110 DLP PROJECTOR
Model No. DSV0817, S/No. EYK01010590040209A591B
Property of Goostrey Parish Council, purchased March 2010

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN FULL
BEFORE TURNING ON EITHER THE PROJECTOR
OR YOUR COMPUTER.
Connecting to a Computer
1. Ensure that both the projector and your computer are turned OFF.
2. Connect one end of the VGA cable to the “VGA In” connector on the Projector and
connect the other end of the VGA cable to the Computer. Tighten the screws.
3. Connect the power cord into the AC Power Socket on the Projector and the plug into a
13amp socket (the power switch on the top of the Projector will show steady red).
Powering on the Projector
4. Remove the lens cap.
5. Turn on the projector by pressing the power button on the top of the projector once (the
red LED will change to steady blue).
6. Now turn on the computer (the projector should detect the computer automatically).
7. Adjust the position, focus and zoom of the projector. Note: the coarse focus is the
screw surrounding the projector lens; the fine focus is the “Zoom” on the top of the
projector.
8. Run your Presentation
Powering Off the Projector
9. Press the power button on the top of the Projector TWICE (the power button will change
to a flashing red).
10. Do not move the Projector or remove the power cable until the projector fan has shut
down and the flashing red light has changed to steady red (this will take 2 – 3 minutes).
11. If you need to turn the projector back on, you must wait for at least 60 seconds.
12. Disconnect the computer and power cords and replace everything in the carry case.

Notes:
 Any faults or problems should be reported on return of the Projector.
 There is a charge for the use of this Projector which will normally be added to your
Village Hall Hire Invoice.

